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WHO SHOULD BE UP ON THAT MOUNTAIN? 

November 4. 1996 

tJ.a. ; t , 
Richard s. Hfil 

Tonight we have many things to celebrate. Not the 
l east of these is the blessed end to yet another 
Presidential campaign. 

Unfortunately, there is a certain cynicism about 
politics, which the 96 campaign ha~ probably helped 
k indle. Who could summarize the V1ew of those who are 
d isillusioned better than the one who bemoaned 
e lections this way: "It doesn't matter who you vote 
f or, he said, --- the government always gets in". 

Many feel we have a woeful lack of substance in 
t oday's political debate. But, in reality as in years 
past, we are simply deciding whether the sitting 
p resident deserves a second term. Does the record 
j ustify another four years, or should we boot him out? 

Bob Dole, and all those who support him, argue we 
need a change. It is utterly mind blowing to recall 
t he time -- and money and primary contests -- and money 
a nd political conventions -- and money and attack ads -
- and money which have gone into making the case for 
a nd against the Clinton presidency. It makes one long 
f or a good old smoked filled room -- and a campaign 
which once again begins after Labor Day. 

Perhaps we need to rekindle the spirit sought by 
GK Chesterton nearly 100 years ago. The average man, 
he said "votes with half a mind. A man ought to vote 
with the whole of himself, as he worships or gets 
married. A man ought to vote with his head and heart, 
his soul and stomach. If he has ever seen a fine 
sunset, the crimson color should creep into his voice. 
The question is not so much whether only a minority of 
the electorate votes. The point is that only a 

i nority of the voter votes", he concluded. 
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Now that seems quite silly --- but it does help 
recall the off-forgotten Presidential terms of Van 
Buren, Harrison, Tyler, Polk, Taylor, Fillmore, Pierce 
and Buchanan. 

In reality, this period was important, this period 
from Jackson to Lincoln especially in shaping our final 
continental borders. 

More specifically, during the 1840's, in the brief 
period of 4 years -- Texas was annexed; we resolved a 
major argument with England over our northwest border 
and assured that Seattle would be in the US and not in 
Canada; and we fought an unpopular but hugely 
successful war with Mexico. And just months later gold 
was to be discovered. 

And the figure who greatly influenced and shaped 
the events of that awakening period was James Knox 
Polk. 

We first got interested in Polk while my wife Jean 
and I were moderating a class at UC's Institute for 
Learning in Retirement. Many of you know about the 
ILR, either as a moderator yourself --- or as 
participants. I can think of at least 6 Literary club 
members who have served as Moderators of one or more 
courses. 

Our course explored the opening of the western 
Fronti~r, f~om the 1850's in Missouri --- moving west 
t o Cal1forn1a, to about 1890 when Frederick Jackson 
TUrne7, with later disagreement, pronounced the 
Pront1er closed. 

Our class studied homesteaders and cattlemen and 
. boys --- and gunslingers and railroads and 
verboats --- and Indians and miners -- and the art of 

' ngton and Bierstadt -- and the writings of Mark 
i n and Wallace stegner. Those were exciting days 
the country. 

But try as we ~igh~, it really did not make sense 
' tbout backing up 1n t1me all the way to the Mexican 
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our Manifest Destiny" to control virtually all of North 
America. In fact, this famous line would not be born 
until months after the election. 

The election itself proved extremely close, even 
in Polk's native Tennessee. The night before election 
day, guards were posted at the border with Kentucky to 
keep Whigs from crossing over to vote in Tennessee. A 
wise move, since Polk carried his home state by only 
113 votes. 

In those days, voting was staggered over several 
days across the 25 states. Pennsylvania and Ohio voted 
first; New York 4 days later. After Polk had carried 
pennsylvania, the party dispatched a riverboat with a 
printing press on board to steam up the Hudson River to 
use the glad tidings to influence New York voters up 
state. And we argue about whether, tomorrow night, 
networks should predict results before the West Coast 
polls close. 

In the final tally, Polk's margin over Henry Clay, 
the Whig Candidate, was just over one percentage point. 

As he took office, he faced three immediate 
challenges: first, completion of the annexation of 
Texas; then, settlement of the border question in the 
Northwest; and -- his ultimate goal -- acquisition from 
Mexico of the territories of California and New Mexico. 

Polk had to assume charge of the Texas situation 
l iterally as he took office. Polk's own campaign had 
helped crystallize the long national debate over 
whether the US should annex Texas. Polk's predecessor, 
a fter much ditering, finally signed an annexation bill 
3 days before Polk was sworn in. But the deed was far 
f rom done. The Texas congress still had not agreed to 
details, and Mexico threatened war if the US annexed. 
Further, the British were using diplomatic channels to 
keep it from happening; and there was still the 
question of where to draw the final Texas border. 

Polk responded to each of these -- he sent 
emissaries to Mexico to head off the Brits; he moved 
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An even larger faction vigorously held out for 
what they called All oregon, land all the way to 54 40. 
It took Polk precious time to reconcile these 
differences. After five months of long debate, he 
finally gained congressional agreement to the current 
boundary which runs along the forty ninth parallel. 

All during the negotiations on Oregon, things were 
heating up to the south, with Mexico. 

Polk came to office determined to acquire 
California from Mexico, hopefully by peaceful means, 
but by ADY means if necessary. Historians love to 
argue whether Polk really wanted a war with Mexico, or 
whether it just happened because of a series of events. 

You decide: Here was Mexico having just had the 
annexation of Texas jammed down its throat. Now, Polk 
sends off a delegation to Mexico City offering to buy 
California and New Mexico. At the same time, Polk has 
General Zachary Taylor move troops into position near 
Mexican territory along the Rio Grande. And he also 
orders units of the US navy to stand off the coast of 
California, ready to attack. 

Taylor's troops then take a few casualties in a 
skirmish with a Mexican patrol. Polk had his War 
declaration ready to go. Within days, the us declares 
war, invoking Polk's highly inflammatory statement: 
"Mexico has invaded our territory and shed American 
blood on our soil". For someone who had been in office 
l ess than a year, Polk's instincts for power diplomacy 
were growing sharper. 

The early days of the War went well. Zach Taylor 
became a national hero, scoring a series of victories 
i n Northern Mexico but, despite deep penetration well 
south of the Texas border, Mexico was not yet ready to 

egotiate. 

We might pause here, in our consideration of 
r eatness of presidents, to reflect on the legendary 

f e of Zachary Taylor. On the basis of his Mexican 
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victories, Old Zach a national hero, and was 
compared with Alexander Great, Caesar and George 
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In the final treaty, for only 18 million dollars, 
t he US acquired all of California plus New Mexico and 
Arizona. It also had an immense impact on Mexico -
t hey lost 35% of their total land. 

At the outset of the war, Polk correctly read the 
public mood. The original call to arms had been highly 
popular. Demonstrations of support broke out across 
t he country. Within days, volunteer companies were 
organized and the ranks were quickly filled. 75% of 
a ll forces would be made up of volunteers, many very 
g reen with no experience. Patriotic emotion supported 
t he idea that as Walt Whitman said "Mexico must be 
t horoughly chastised." 

But Polk had to cope with decidedly mixed feelings 
a bout the validity of the war. 

Even as military success was building, Polk 
s uffered opposition from some of his officers: A 
Colonel in Taylor's army, as they were crossing the Rio 
Grande into Mexico, warned "We do not have a particle 
o f right to be here." And Ulysses S. Grant, then a 
c olonel charged: "This is the most unjust war ever 
waged by a stronger against a weaker nation; an 
i nstance of the republic following the bad example of 
European monarchies." 

Perhaps because of these ambivalent attitudes from 
t he officer ranks, the enthusiasm of the volunteers 
s oon waned; desertion became a problem. Within a year, 
t here were over 9200 reported deserters from the army. 

The principal reasons: brutal military discipline 
hich new volunteers were too poorly trained to accept; 
other was drunkenness, which led to enlistees 
c oming separated from their units and then being 
ptured by the enemy; and religion played a surprising 

- I e. A portion of the immigrant Catholic recruits -
ro many parts of Europe -- were easy prey to 

ig ious appeals from Mexican priests. Some even 
. e d forces on the side of Mexico. One group, 
. rily immigrant Irish, was formed into a small unit 

~ the Mexican Army and came to be called the st. 
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Summed up, there grew a feeling i~ ~he ~ublic that 
t he Mexican War was unnecessary, impol~t~c, ~llegal and 
immoral. Polk was accused of seeking territory by 
i nvasion, conquest and plunder. The basic precepts of 
t he US were being violated in its thirst for land. 

But these voices were quieted by the rapid and 
dramatic victory in Mexico city. For the first time, 
us troops had gained control of a foreign capital. 
Though it made some people uncomfortable, for most it 
was a moment of great celebration. They were in the 
Halls of the Montezumas -- later memorialized in the 
Marine Corps hymn. 

But for Polk, the story was not yet finished --- a 
s eries of intrigues continued. 

First, from Mexico city. Prominent Mexicans, 
anxious to tie Mexico very closely to the US, tried to 
convince General Scott to become a sort of Emperor of 
Mexico. The idea was not so impossible: scott would 
resign from the us Army and perhaps 70% of his men 
would be discharged while still in Mexico. with a 
generous offer of pay increase, the plot went, he would 
raise a force of possibly 15,000 men who would control 
ke y Mexican cities and ports. Scott wisely refused. 

And then from the Yucatan --- a civil war was 
threatening throughout the peninsula between the whites 
and the Indians. NOW, in letters to France, Britain 

d the Us, the leaders were actually offering to 
~change sovereignty over the Yucatan for immediate 

ed, assistance. Polk warned the Europeans off __ _ 
~ok~ng the Monroe Doctrine. He saw the strategic 
ant~ges to the us but saw no way to proceed without 
l at~ng the war treaty now in final negotiation. 

the treaty was settled, the Mexican Government 
I f was able to aid the Yucatan states. 

Pa~ more serious thought was put behind a scheme 
~~re Cuba. The strategic value of Cuba which 

~~~lled ~ccess to the entire Gulf of Mexic~, had 
~:c~f~~Z:~s~o: ~ecade~. Tho~as Jefferson regarded 

~n erest~ng add~tion to our system of 
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before him, Woodrow wilson used this episode to 
accelerate US entry into the war. 

With the final end of hostilities, a broad 
euphoria of self congratulation set in. And, it did 

not come entirelY from within. 
Europeans, especially the prussian military, 

expressed amazement at the victory of the US volunteer 
army. some in France saW the war as a clear 
vindication for republicanism, believing it fueled the 
revolution which founded the 2nd French republic. 

One us poet lauded: "Nations" he said, "have 
their seasons of infancy, manly vigor, and decrepitude. 
The Mexican War signaled the advance of the united 
states from youth to manhood." pretty heady stuff. 

. Polk, himself, pointed to the boost the war had 
g1~e~ the country's national character abroad. 
?r

h

1t1
cs

, he said "had long charged republics with an 
1n erent want of that unity t' and vigor of exec t' ' concen rat~on of purpose 
authoritarian gOv~r~~~nttha; characterized more S. 

Perhaps without inte d' own contribution to h' n ~n9, Polk had summed up h' :~~~:~:dt~S much in t;~ ~~~;rYietFe~ presidents had's 
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top tier: Washingto . , 
Woodrow wilson; and ) 
were: Andrew Jackso • 
Roosevelt, Grover C 

Polk. 

. coln, Jefferson, FOR and 
behind, termed near-great, 

Adams, Harry Truman, Teddy 
and and --- our man, James Knox 

schlesinger's r at ' ck a chord and produced a 
veritable cottage iDd:stry of other ratings during the 
next few years. poll of 100 history 
departments gave same result, with Polk 
ranking number 7. "cago Tribune did its own 
poll, as did 4 0 ~~~s Eisenhower started to 
sneak into the hi .4~~gS. All placed Lincoln, 
washington, and top, with Polk in the first 
10. 

And they f 
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professors agre 
Harding, Buchan 

agreement on who should be 
cellar. Those hard nosed 
f or failure -- for Grant, 

.... 1"Oii.;LCU d Nixon. 

As the moveae== te presidents grew, new 
attention was g i ining those qualities most in 
common with a st ~~~tion. The historians listed 
-- character -- in~.e:~~~ance -- pushing for reform --
integrity -- all w i mportant. As was 
charisma, that mys . lity which may be more of 
latter day import that TV is so vital to 
politicians. 

As they SUJ1lIleCl 
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l i brarians decide to add a book to their shelves. But 
there it is resting in the UC stacks -- a brand n~w 
work, very ~implY entitled pre~id~ntia~ Sex. We w~ll 
not dignify the author by ment10n1ng h1s name. ° Th1s 
copy appeared never to have been opened, but, 1n the 
spirit of research, I did feel honor bound to have a 
l ook. 

It has a breathless tone, much like the 
enquirer we see at grocery check outs, and I 
Ar thur Schlesinger would like it very much. 
report several findings: 

National 
doubt 
But I can 

First, and much to my relief, James Knox Polk is 
not even mentioned. Nor, for that matter is Calvin 
coolidge. 

Second, of the 13 presidents profiled, as you 
mi ght say, the largest section -- by far -- is devoted 
to John Fitzgerald Kennedy --- a record, as we know, 
created in what must have been three exciting years. 

One tantalizing report: JFK reportedly smoked 
marijuana with a naked Playboy cover girl, and joked 
wi th her about how he might be incapacitated when it 
came time to push the button in the event of a nuclear 
attac~. Ha Ha! An~ --- Kennedy was proud of making 
l ove 1n the same Wh1te house closet Warren Harding 
supposedly used for a similar purpose years earlier. 

And a third finding from this uplifting study __ _ 
we learn that trailing closely behind Kennedy in the 
number of en~ries is the current leader of the free 
world, stan~1n~ for re-election tomorrow. Since the 
~~~lS open 1n Just a few hours, we will not tarry on 

1S unseemly subject any further. 

But, to return to pre °d to 1 
possible that hist ° S1 en 1a greatness, is it 
too loosely. WhatOr~a~; lmay bandy the term greatness 

u y meant by greatness? 

Ralph Waldo Emerson defin d 
great who is what he is f e a great man as "one is 
- i nds us of others." o~~m :r:ta~~re -- and never 

m1g ,therefore, term Babe 
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unlikel y Ike Eisenho r example, would have put up 
with it. 

So rather than 
for a term like s uccesS 
pres i dency. And pe 
from any president is 
successful. 

s , perhaps we should settle 
better describe a 

e have a right to expect 
e will seem fairly 

Now, as to the 
on the impossible 
between 19th Cent 
we have reviewed 
surprising. Hi s 

.~~~S over the years, it borders 
.eaningful comparisons 

Century presidents. As 
s , one matter is quite 

it is to compare 
20th century, 

. to r ecognize how difficult 
preside nts with those of the 

first 10 presidents with 
aring a football our last 10 ' 

quarterback i 
equally good 
game, we'll 

No.., this 
contention , 0 

t onight , that 

ontana -- they might be 
so much change in the 

is an iaportant atter. It is my 
elope yo ill j o i n i n launching, 

e st create two divisions for th~s 
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system: the emerging years and the later period. And 
that within the emerging days of the republic James 
Polk deserves far greater recognition than he has 
received. 

How might this be done? Put him up on a mountain. 
What mountain? Why Mt. Rushmore -- yes, finally, this 
is the mountain in the title for tonight's paper. Many 
of you have probably been there --- the enduring 
memorial in south Dakota. 

The Memorial, which was started in 1923, is almost 
completely the result of one man's work, sculptor 
Gutzon Borglum, a name one does say quickly. The 
project was originally conceived by a south Dakota 
historian to attract attention to that remote state. 
It is truly impressive: a gigantic carving of 4 
presidents, blasted out of mountain granite. The scale 
is massive. If, shown from head to toe, the figures 
would be 4/5 the height of the washington Monument, 
about 450 feet. 

The memorial started very modestly, with private 
funds raised largely in the West. There was no 
national commission overseeing the selection of 
subjects or the finances, nor worried about political 
correctness nor regional balance. Borglum was 
completely in control of the design and the choice of 
figures. He selected washington, Jefferson and Lincoln 
as his first three subjects, because of their important 
role in the early days of the country. But he delayed 
until 1936 adding Teddy Roosevelt, citing, primarily, 
his role in promoting the Panama Canal. TR was a 
personal friends and a hero of Borglum, so the decision 
appears far from objective. 

Why the delay? Why were no other figures added? 
Perhaps he didn't want the grief of trying to decide on 
another subject? We are told that there appears to be 
~ace to carve at least one other figure; but before 

1 S death, Borglum concluded there was not enough of 
at he called "carvable surface". 
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dding another figure is not 

Though the matter always stand ready to pry 
active, here in ~9 96 , --~~ring in new experts and 
open prickly sub)e~! in the light of new data. 
review previous dec i ssion concluded -- as we 
So, let's suppose a there is a need for a new 
enter a new century ore recent presidents; 
memorial, somewhere , cc~~ossion concluded that Mt. 
and, further, that "qnated as our memorial to 
Rushmore should no 
presidents during 's emerging years, say up 
to world War I. that there is, in fact, 
room for at least figure on that mountain. If 
so, James Polk wo be high on the list of 
candidates. 

As we assess 
we don't seem to 
Jim, or JKP or J O 
much sizzle. 

He was by no 
described him as ha . 
obstinate. Pompous 
noted, many histori 
presidents. And De 
not easily manipula 
done"; and called 
the government be 

egacy, you will notice that 
ru~ anything but James. Not 

or even Big Jim. Not 

ect. Bernard DeVoto 
r Ogid mind, narrow and 

etive. But, as we have 
bim in the top 10 of all 
said "he had guts and was 

knew how to get things 
only President to truly run 

.,...--.... -on and Lincoln". 

We have also ~ at he made some fatal 
mistakes, from the ~AU~~int of history: he erred in 
living only a fe following a single term of 
office. Beyond d the misfortune to have his 
war and his pres: ershadowed by the wrenching 
Civil War and icon, Abraham Lincoln. 

As so, as 
and we now co .... .iI~ .... O::...i.. 

tury comes to a close --
eighty matter of who else 

~XD~ain in South Dakota -- I give should be on 
you a man who . 
long been overloo.ed 
England and 
prosecuted a 
built subsequent 

eserving -- a man who has too 
a who brought us peace with 

rtb est border -- a man who 
b t highly unpopular war which 
itb our neighbor to the south -
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_ who brought us the rich states of New Mexico, Arizona 
and California -- a man who --- well --- enough of that 
I give you James Knox Polk. Thank you. 

********** 
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